GvK’s Glaive Design (Update Feb 2007):
Total striking/thrusting edge about 18”

Total pommel about 4-5” long
and 2.5” in diameter at widest

¾” along striking
edge (front-1 and front-2)

2” (striking
edge piece)

1 long continuous piece of ¼” foam
“wrap” along striking edge top and front

¾” “cap”

3/8” “wrap” x 2 around core + “cap”

1”

About 12”

Can be no more than 1/3rd of total length
of weapon (wrapped with cloth grip tape)
7’ core (give or take)

Bandshoppe Pole (1” OD)
¾” “cap”

½” (back-1)

¾” front-1 and front-2
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Closed cell basic
structure and
order foam pieces
should be added; this
makes a semirectangular “foam core” to
which the Unifoam striking/
thrusting foam is added.
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3/8” x two (both curved around pole)
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“Top View” of closed cell
Foam “main core build-out”
3/8” back-2

Core (Bandshoppe Pole, 1” OD)

¼” final “reinforcing strip”

Shape of
thrusting tip
(viewed headon) open cell
foam, flares
wide to top to
increase
surface area of
thrusting tip

2” (thrusting tip piece) with
angles cut into block

The first 3/8” edges (side-1) *must* be cut at steep angle so
when bent around round core the “tops” will be flat as in figure
to help glue front/back pieces!

EVALITE or other quality closed cell foam
such as minicell of varying thicknesses (this
design uses ¼, 3/8, ½, and ¾”)
Unifoam “computer foam” (this design uses
1” and 2”)

Reinforcing the Thrusting Tip: 3 Steps
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Step 1: adding
grip tape.
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Step 2: adding 1 long and WIDE (2”)
piece of strapping tape from the side,
around the back, and back to the other
side
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Front

Step 3: cover the
strapping tape with
grip tape

General construction advice:
• Sand away the top “plasticy” coating of the bandshoppe pole FIRST, use gloves, eye protection, and a mask for safety.
• Use quarters and strapping tape to cover the pole ends first, to prevent the core cutting the foam.
• Use DAP for all closed cell to closed cell foam bonds and closed cell to the core bonds, use high quality spray adhesive for open cell to
open cell and open cell to closed cell bonds.
• Reinforce ALL closed cell to closed cell bonds that ARE going to be covered by another layer of closed cell foam with narrow strips (~
½”) of strapping tape using a thin coat of DAP to help secure the tape. Use thin strips of duct tape for reinforcing those closed cell bonds
that will NOT be covered by another layer of closed cell foam.
• Use cloth grip tape (wide and narrow) to reinforce the open cell foam tip and the final closed cell wrap and bonds, minimizing tape that
goes over the striking edges (on the flats and along the back is okay) and using spray adhesive to help secure the grip tape to the foam.
• Some CAREFUL use of wide strapping tape along the sides and along the back of the glaive (NOT the striking edges!) to support the
thrusting tip is necessary. Use grip tape to cover ALL exterior strapping tape.

